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(57) ABSTRACT 
The present invention provides a computer implemented 
method, system, and computer program product for selective 
encryption of a data transmission. A data transmission is 
received. When the data transmission is received, the data 
transmission is unmarshaled. When the transmission is 
unmarshaled, objects and a set of sensitive fields within the 
data transmission are identified by referencing a metadata 
database. Only the set of sensitive fields within the data 
transmission are encrypted to form a partially encrypted data 
transmission. The partially encrypted data transmission is 
marshaled to form a marshaled data transmission. The 
marshaled data transmission is transmitted to a recipient. 
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METHOD FOR PASSING SELECTIVELY 
ENCRYPTED ATTRIBUTES OF SPECIFIC 

VERSIONS OF OBJECTS IN A DISTRIBUTED 
SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention relates generally to the data 
processing field, and more particularly to a computer imple 
mented method, system, and computer usable program code 
for selectively encrypting sensitive data in a distributed 
system. 

0003 2. Description of the Related Art 
0004 Data communication using distributed systems has 
grown exponentially in recent years because of enhanced 
communications standards and network availability. In dis 
tributed Systems, messages are passed between a client and 
a server. As herein defined, a message or data transmission 
is any communication, transmission, file, program, object, 
attribute, field, or other data stream passed between servers 
interconnected by a network. 
0005 These messages contain data that may or may not 
be sensitive or confidential. If a message contains data that 
is sensitive, the message is protected prior to transport to 
ensure the security of the data as it flows across the network 
so that only the intended recipient can access the content of 
the message. 
0006. This security technique, commonly known as 
transport layer security, provides privacy and data integrity 
between two communicating applications. The protection 
occurs in a layer of Software on top of the base transport 
protocol. In many cases, the security provided by a Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) communications link occurs through 
the use of encryption technology to ensure the integrity of 
the message in a network. The secure sockets layer provides 
confidentiality by ensuring the message content cannot be 
read. Because communications are encrypted between the 
sending and receiving parties, a third party cannot tamper 
with the message. 
0007 Encryption of data is a commonly applied method 
that is used for denying access to sensitive information to 
those who, generally, should not have access. The simple 
encryption of data being communicated between two points 
provides a single level of security. Encryption invoked using 
a transport layer security measure limits communication 
deciphering to those with access to the key. Anyone who has 
the key is privy to any communication at any location. 
0008 Data encryption at the transport level normally 
envelops total encryption of all of the data contained within 
the message. Through the secure sockets layer, the entire 
conversation is encrypted and transmitted between object 
request broker client and an object request broker server. 
The total encryption method necessitates the decryption of 
the entire conversation to intelligently interpret any of the 
data. 

0009 Total encryption is not always efficient because 
even if only a small portion of the data is sensitive, the entire 
message is necessarily encrypted and decrypted for the 
purpose of confidentiality. Additionally, most data theft 
occurs from within the organization that houses the data 
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rather than from external interception and decryption. As a 
result, most encryption processing, efforts, and resources are 
not necessary or misplaced. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0010. The present invention provides a computer imple 
mented method, system, and computer program product for 
selective encryption of a data transmission. A data transmis 
sion is received. When the data transmission is received, the 
data transmission is unmarshaled. When the data transmis 
sion is unmarshaled, objects and a set of sensitive fields 
within the data transmission are identified by referencing a 
metadata database. Only the set of sensitive fields within the 
data transmission are encrypted to form a partially encrypted 
data transmission. The partially encrypted data transmission 
is re-marshaled to form a marshaled data transmission. The 
marshaled data transmission is transmitted to a recipient. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0011. The novel features believed characteristic of the 
invention are set forth in the appended claims. The invention 
itself, however, as well as a preferred mode of use, further 
objectives and advantages thereof, will best be understood 
by reference to the following detailed description of an 
illustrative embodiment when read in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings, wherein: 
0012 FIG. 1 is a pictorial representation of a network of 
data processing systems in which aspects of the present 
invention may be implemented; 
0013 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a data processing 
system in which aspects of the present invention may be 
implemented; 

0014 FIG. 3 is a diagram of a transmission control 
protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP) and similar protocols in 
accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0015 FIG. 4A is a block diagram illustrating selective 
encryption when a first server sends a request to a second 
server requiring encryption of a sensitive field; 
0016 FIG. 4B is a block diagram illustrating selective 
object encryption of the return path when a second server 
responds to a request from a first server requiring encryption 
of a sensitive field; 
0017 FIG. 5 depicts an example screen of display for 
managing selective encryption according to an object 
request broker object metadata database and a sensitive field 
metadata database in accordance with an illustrative 
embodiment of the present invention; and 
0018 FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of a 
security engine for selective encryption in accordance with 
an illustrative embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

0019. The different embodiments of the present invention 
provide a computer implemented method, system and com 
puter usable program code that allows for more efficient 
encryption in distributed systems by selectively encrypting 
sensitive fields within a data transmission. Sensitive fields as 
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herein defined are at least one field, attribute, class, or 
section of data that is intended to be accessible only by 
authorized parties. Because only sensitive fields are 
encrypted, less time and processing resources are required to 
encrypt and decrypt data transmissions for security pur 
poses. Additionally, the present invention allows security of 
the data to be completely separated from the application that 
creates the data. In some data transmissions there will not be 
any sensitive fields making selective encryption and decryp 
tion unnecessary. 

0020. An illustrative embodiment of the present inven 
tion is applicable when used in a distributed network. A 
distributed network is a non-centralized network consisting 
of numerous computers that can communicate with one 
another and that appear to users as parts of a single, large 
centralized system of shared hardware, Software, and data. 

0021. Because communication within a distributed net 
work generally occurs over both secured private networks 
and unsecured public networks, there is a need to secure 
sensitive data when it is transferred over the unsecured 
network. Encryption is broadly defined as using an algorith 
mic process to transform data into a form in which there is 
a low probability of assigning meaning without use of an 
encryption key. The encryption key or keys are only avail 
able to authorized parties. 
0022 FIGS. 1-2 are provided as exemplary diagrams of 
data processing environments in which embodiments of the 
present invention may be implemented. It should be appre 
ciated that FIGS. 1-2 are only exemplary and are not 
intended to assert or imply any limitation with regard to the 
environments in which aspects or embodiments of the 
present invention may be implemented. Many modifications 
to the depicted environments may be made without depart 
ing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. 

0023. With reference now to the figures, FIG. 1 depicts a 
pictorial representation of a network of data processing 
systems in which aspects of the present invention may be 
implemented. The distributed system or network data pro 
cessing system 100 is a network of computers in which 
embodiments of the present invention may be implemented. 
Network data processing system 100 contains network 102. 
which is the medium used to provide communications links 
between various devices and computers connected together 
within network data processing system 100. Network 102 
may include connections, such as wire, wireless communi 
cation links, or fiber optic cables. 
0024. In the depicted example, server 104 and server 106 
connect to network 102 along with storage unit 108. In 
addition, clients 110, 112, and 114 connect to network 102. 
These clients 110, 112, and 114 may be, for example, 
personal computers or network computers. In the depicted 
example, server 104 provides data, such as boot files, 
operating system images, and applications to clients 110. 
112, and 114. Clients 110, 112, and 114 are clients to server 
104 in this example. Network data processing system 100 
may include additional servers, clients, and other devices not 
shown. 

0025. In the depicted example, network data processing 
system 100 is the Internet with network 102 representing a 
worldwide collection of networks and gateways that use the 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) 
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Suite of protocols to communicate with one another. At the 
heart of the Internet is a backbone of high-speed data 
communication lines between major nodes or host comput 
ers, consisting of thousands of commercial, government, 
educational and other computer systems that route data and 
messages. Of course, network data processing system 100 
also may be implemented as a number of different types of 
networks, such as for example, an intranet, a local area 
network (LAN), or a wide area network (WAN). FIG. 1 is 
intended as an example, and not as an architectural limita 
tion for different embodiments of the present invention. 

0026 Servers 104 and 106 or clients 110, 112, and 114 
may individually be interconnected to a private or secured 
network. Servers 104 and 106 and clients 110, 112, and 114 
and the corresponding private network may communicate 
with the respective components of the distributed system by 
means of network 102, an unsecured public network. 
0027. With reference now to FIG. 2, a block diagram of 
a data processing system is shown in which aspects of the 
present invention may be implemented. Data processing 
system 200 is an example of a computer, such as server 104 
or client 110 in FIG. 1, in which computer usable code or 
instructions implementing the processes for embodiments of 
the present invention may be located. 
0028. In the depicted example, data processing system 
200 employs a hub architecture including north bridge and 
memory controller hub (MCH) 208 and south bridge and 
input/output (I/O) controller hub (ICH) 210. Processing unit 
202, main memory 204, and graphics processor 218 are 
connected to north bridge and memory controller hub 202. 
Graphics processor 218 may be connected to north bridge 
and memory controller hub 208 through an accelerated 
graphics port (AGP). 

0029. In the depicted example, local area network (LAN) 
adapter 212 connects to south bridge and I/O controller hub 
210. Audio adapter 216, keyboard and mouse adapter 220, 
modem 222, read only memory (ROM) 224, hard disk drive 
(HDD) 226, CD-ROM drive 230, universal serial bus (USB) 
ports and other communications ports 232, and PCI/PCIe 
devices 234 connect to south bridge and I/O controller hub 
204 through bus 238 and bus 240. PCI/PCIe devices may 
include, for example, Ethernet adapters, add-in cards and PC 
cards for notebook computers. PCI uses a card bus control 
ler, while PCIe does not. ROM 224 may be, for example, a 
flash binary input/output system (BIOS). 

0030) Hard disk drive 226 and CD-ROM drive 230 
connect to south bridge and I/O controller hub 210 through 
bus 240. Hard disk drive 226 and CD-ROM drive 230 may 
use, for example, an integrated drive electronics (IDE) or 
serial advanced technology attachment (SATA) interface. 
Super I/O (SIO) device 236 may be connected to south 
bridge and I/O controller hub 210. 
0031. An operating system runs on processing unit 202 
and coordinates and provides control of various components 
within data processing system 200 in FIG. 2. As a client, the 
operating system may be a commercially available operating 
system such as Microsoft(R) Windows(R XP (Microsoft and 
Windows are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the 
United States, other countries, or both). An object-oriented 
programming system, Such as the JavaTM programming 
system, may run in conjunction with the operating system 
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and provides calls to the operating system from Java pro 
grams or applications executing on data processing system 
200 (Java is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the 
United States, other countries, or both). 
0032. As a server, data processing system 200 may be, for 
example, an IBM eServer'TM pSeries(R) computer system, 
running the Advanced Interactive Executive (AIX(R) oper 
ating system or LINUX operating system (eServer, pSeries 
and AIX are trademarks of International Business Machines 
Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both 
while Linux is a trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United 
States, other countries, or both). Data processing system 200 
may be a symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) system including 
a plurality of processors in processing unit 202. Alterna 
tively, a single processor system may be employed. 

0033. Instructions for the operating system, the object 
oriented programming system, and applications or programs 
are located on Storage devices, such as hard disk drive 226, 
and may be loaded into main memory 204 for execution by 
processing unit 202. The processes for embodiments of the 
present invention are performed by processing unit 202 
using computer usable program code, which may be located 
in a memory such as, for example, main memory 204, read 
only memory 224, or in one or more peripheral devices 226 
and 230. 

0034) Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate 
that the hardware in FIGS. 1-2 may vary depending on the 
implementation. Other internal hardware or peripheral 
devices, such as flash memory, equivalent non-volatile 
memory, or optical disk drives and the like, may be used in 
addition to or in place of the hardware depicted in FIGS. 1-2. 
Also, the processes of the present invention may be applied 
to a multiprocessor data processing system. 

0035) In some illustrative examples, data processing sys 
tem 200 may be a personal digital assistant (PDA), which is 
configured with flash memory to provide non-volatile 
memory for storing operating system files and/or user 
generated data. 

0036) A bus system may be comprised of one or more 
buses, such as bus 238 or bus 240 as shown in FIG. 2. Of 
course the bus system may be implemented using any type 
of communications fabric or architecture that provides for a 
transfer of data between different components or devices 
attached to the fabric or architecture. A communications unit 
may include one or more devices used to transmit and 
receive data, such as modem 222 or network adapter 212 of 
FIG. 2. A memory may be, for example, main memory 204, 
read only memory 224, or a cache Such as found in north 
bridge and memory controller hub 202 in FIG. 2. The 
depicted examples in FIGS. 1-2 and above-described 
examples are not meant to imply architectural limitations. 
For example, data processing system 200 also may be a 
tablet computer, laptop computer, or telephone device in 
addition to taking the form of a PDA. 
0037 FIG. 3 is a diagram of a transmission control 
protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP) and similar protocols in 
accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. TCP/IP and similar protocols are utilized by 
communications architecture 300. In this example, commu 
nications architecture 300 is a 4-layer system. This archi 
tecture includes application layer 302, transport layer 304, 
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network layer 306, and link layer 308. Each layer is respon 
sible for handling various communications tasks. Link layer 
308 also is referred to as the data-link layer or the network 
interface layer and normally includes the device driver in the 
operating system and the corresponding network interface 
card in the computer. This layer handles all the hardware 
details of physically interfacing with the network media 
being used. Such as optical cables or Ethernet cables. 

0038 Network layer 306 also is referred to as the internet 
layer and handles the movement of packets of data around 
the network. For example, network layer 306 handles the 
routing of various packets of data that are transferred over 
the network. Network layer 306 in the TCP/IP suite is 
comprised of several protocols, including Internet protocol 
(IP), Internet control message protocol (ICMP), and Internet 
group management protocol (IGMP). 

0039) Next, transport layer 304 provides an interface 
between network layer 306 and application layer 302 that 
facilitates the transfer of data between two host computers. 
Transport layer 304 is concerned with things such as, for 
example, dividing the data passed to it from the application 
into appropriately sized chunks for the network layer below, 
acknowledging received packets, and setting timeouts to 
make certain the other end acknowledges packets that are 
sent. Many types of encryption occur at the transport level. 
For example, the security provided by the Secure Sockets 
Layer (SSL) communications link occurs at the transport 
level. Through SSL, an entire message is encrypted by the 
sending party, requiring the necessary decryption of the 
entire message by the receiving party in order to interpret 
any of the data. 

0040. The aspects of the present invention may be more 
specifically implemented in the transport layer by a third 
party security engine. A security engine is a program, 
application, devise, system, database, Script, instructions or 
other hardware or Software that intercepts data transmissions 
as they pass between secured networks. The security engine 
oversees the encryption and decryption of sensitive data 
when that data is sent between different, servers, clients, 
applications, and users. In these examples, because the 
security engine is a third-party application, developers do 
not need to worry about interacting with or creating security 
objects. The sensitive data fields are identified by security 
engine administrators so that encryption of these attributes is 
handled outside of the code of the application sending or 
receiving data. 

0041. In many cases, the aspects of the present invention 
recognize it is inefficient to encrypt an entire data transmis 
sion when only a portion or portions of the data transmission 
contain sensitive information. It is also less secure to have 
employees who develop programs implement the security 
for the data transmissions in their programs. An illustrative 
embodiment of the present invention provides a-method of 
using at least one security engine to unmarshal, inspect, 
selectively encrypt or decrypt, re-marshal, and send data to 
a final destination through a path that is at least partially 
unsecured. The data transmission may be between a request 
ing party and the object request broker client or a responding 
party and the object request broker client, with security 
engines acting as intermediaries to protect and decrypt 
sensitive data within the transmission before received by the 
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final recipient. Embodiments of the present invention are 
particularly useful in sending a query to a database server 
over a network. 

0.042 Data may be further protected by limiting access to 
the encryption key to applicants and individuals exchanging 
the selected data. Limited encryption and decryption access 
is important because data theft most often occurs within an 
organization by employees that should not be accessing the 
sensitive information, but nonetheless have access to the 
encryption key. 

0.043 Illustrative embodiments of the present invention 
describe how sensitive data is recognized and how the 
security engines function in order to protect data as it flows 
in a distributed environment. 

0044 FIG. 4A is a block diagram illustrating selective 
encryption when a first server sends a request to a second 
server requiring encryption of a sensitive field. As shown, 
application server 402 is the first server in these examples, 
and application server 404 is the second server in these 
examples. Both servers are both parts of secured intranets. 
However, in order to effectively communicate, these servers 
may need to pass information over an unsecured public 
Internet connection. 

0045. The servers may pass information using object 
request broker standards. As herein defined, an object 
request broker is a Software mechanism that enables com 
ponents of an application to transparently make and receive 
requests and responses by providing interoperability of 
different machines in distributed systems. Possible object 
request broker technologies include Remote Method Invo 
cation (RMI), Common Object Request Broker Architecture 
(CORBA), Component Object Model (COM), and Distrib 
uted Component Object Model (DCOM). The object request 
broker takes a request from application server 402 and 
passes the request to application server 404 on the other end. 
0046 Marshaling is a well known term in the art referring 
to the process of packaging and sending interface parameters 
across thread, process, or machine boundaries. Application 
server 402 initiates a request that is marshaled. The request 
may be autonomous or as requested by a user. In the 
illustrative examples of the present invention, whenever a 
marshaled data transmission is sent to a remote location, 
Such as application server 404, the data transmission is first 
passed through a selective encryption element hereinafter 
referred to as a security engine. The security engine unmar 
shals the data transmission, identifies what objects are 
contained within the data transmission, inspects the objects 
for sensitive fields, encrypts the sensitive fields, re-marshals 
the object(s) and partially encrypted data transmission, and 
sends the partially encrypted data transmission over the 
Internet. 

0047 Security engine 406 may use at least one database 
schema with different forms of metadata. Metadata provides 
information about the content, quality, description, form, 
definition, condition, and other characteristics of or about 
data. 

0.048. A first schema may contain metadata about the 
object and is referred to as the object request broker object 
metadata database or object metadata 408. Object metadata 
408 includes class metadata which may include a binary 
representation of the object. Such as global unique identifier, 
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version attributes, variables, methods, and functions among 
other data. Object metadata 408 is used to identify the 
object(s) within the relevant applications of the distributed 
network environment. 

0049. A second schema may be used to identify sensitive 
fields within the data transmission known as the sensitive 
field metadata database or sensitive field metadata 410. 
Sensitive field metadata 410 recognizes objects, object ver 
sions, fields and field names, encryption key, Source and 
destination Subnet, and effective start and end date among 
other potential data. 
0050 A security engine such as security engine 406 uses 
object metadata 408 and sensitive field metadata 410 to 
identify the elements of the data transmission and particu 
larly the sensitive fields so that only sensitive data is 
encrypted. In another embodiment, each sensitive field may 
have a different encryption key. As herein defined, encryp 
tion key refers to one or more keys, elements, algorithms, or 
methods that may be used to encrypt and/or decrypt one or 
more sensitive fields. The non-sensitive portion of the data 
transmission is not encrypted but is re-marshaled together 
with the encrypted data by security engine 406 to form a 
partially encrypted data transmission. The re-marshaled data 
may be transmitted through Internet router 412 as the 
request is sent through the unsecured Internet. 
0051) Security engine 414 functions in the same way as 
security engine 406 except that instead of encrypting the 
sensitive fields, after unmarshaling and identifying the 
object, security engine 414 decrypts the partially encrypted 
data transmission and transmits the decrypted data transmis 
sion to application server 404 so that the request can be 
responded to. Application server 404 may access data 416 in 
order to obtain information initially requested by application 
Server 402. 

0052 Security engine 406 and security engine 414 essen 
tially act as gatekeepers protecting only sensitive data as it 
flows over an unsecured network between secured networks. 
In another embodiment of the present invention, the entire 
data transmission, in addition to sensitive fields, may be 
encrypted by security engine 406 or before it is sent to 
security engine 406 so that sensitive fields are double 
encrypted. This would make it especially difficult for an 
intercepted data transmission, and especially sensitive fields, 
to be decrypted. 
0053 FIG. 4B is a block diagram illustrating selective 
object encryption when a first server responds to a request 
from a second server requiring encryption of a sensitive 
field. Application server 404, the object request broker 
server, responds to the request from application server 402 
by accessing the requested information in data 416. 
0054 As an illustrative example, if the initial request 
from application server 402 was for an employee profile, 
sensitive fields in the employee profile may include social 
security number and employee name. Other parts of the 
employee profile including salary, time with the company, 
and responsibilities may not be considered sensitive. 
0055 Application server 404 receives the requested 
employee profile from data 416. Application server 404 
passes the profile to security engine 414 which unmarshals 
and identifies the data transmission as an employee profile 
and identifies specific fields that make up an employee 
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profile using object metadata 408. Security engine 414 then 
compares the fields of the data transmission with sensitive 
field metadata 410 to determine if there are sensitive fields, 
including Social security number and name. Security engine 
414 encrypts only those fields before re-marshaling the data 
transmission and passing it to Internet router 412. 
0056. When the data transmission reaches security 
engine 406 from Internet router 412 the data transmission is 
unmarshaled and the object is identified as an employee 
profile using object metadata 408. The sensitive fields 
including Social security number and employee name are 
identified and decrypted using sensitive field metadata 410. 
The data transmission in unencrypted form is then passed to 
application server 402 from security engine 406 as a 
response to the initial request. 
0057 FIG. 5 depicts an example screen of display for 
managing selective encryption according to an object 
request broker object metadata database and a sensitive field 
metadata database in accordance with an illustrative 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0.058 As a result of the increasing complexity of data 
processing systems and with the introduction of more com 
plex Software applications, attempts have been made to 
simplify the interface between a user and the large amounts 
of data present within a modern data processing system. One 
example of an attempt to simplify the interface between a 
user and a data processing system is the utilization of a 
so-called graphic user interface (GUI) to provide an intuitive 
and graphical interface between the user, such as the security 
engine administrator and the selective encryption data pro 
cessing System. 

0059 A GUI is an interface system, including devices by 
which a user interacts with a system, system components, 
and/or system applications via windows or view ports, icons, 
menus, pointing devices, electronic pens, touch screens, and 
other input devices. The security engine may include, but is 
not limited to, a graphical user interface 500 that enables an 
administrator to select, Synchronize, update, access, and 
save security settings for any object 502 in object request 
broker object metadata database 504. 
0060 For each object 502, an administrator can choose 
fields, including but no limited to, object version 506, 
attributes 508, encryption keys 510, source subnet 512, and 
destination subnet 514. The security engine also provides the 
option to select effective start date 516 and effective end date 
518 for each version of object 502. Each of the specified 
fields is similarly synchronized with sensitive field metadata 
database 520 to ensure that information may be securely 
passed, received, and interpreted between sensitive field 
metadata database 520 and one or more security engines. 
Graphical user interface 500, as shown allows the adminis 
trator to easily access and update information for both object 
request broker object metadata database 504 and sensitive 
field metadata database 520. 

0061. Object request broker object metadata database 
504 identifies object 502 and classes of object 502 allowing 
the administrator to specify attributes 508 that should be 
considered sensitive for sensitive field metadata database 
520. The attributes 508 may vary depending on object 
version 506, and as a result, the administrator can specify 
object version 506 as well. For example, the administrator 
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may choose to have employee names and social security 
numbers deemed sensitive so that they will be encrypted if 
transferred over a public network. 
0062) The administrator may choose between different 
encryption levels, algorithms, and encryption keys 510 
depending on how sensitive attributes 508 are. For example, 
the administrator could specify 128, 512, or 1012 bit encryp 
tion as desired. Additionally, different encryption keys could 
be specified for the social security number and employee 
name. The administrator may also specify a source Subnet 
512 from which object 502 may be sent. Similarly, the 
administrator may specify destination subnet 514 where 
object 502 and respective attributes 508 may be received and 
viewed. 

0063) Effective start date 516 indicates when object 502 
must be secured, whereas effective end date 518 indicates 
when object 502 no longer requires the security engine to 
secure transmission. Sensitive field metadata database 520 
uses the various fields to identify, encrypt, and decrypt 
sensitive attributes 508 within a data request and response 
over an unsecured network. 

0064 Graphical user interface 500 and the security 
engine are dynamic elements that may have elements added, 
removed, or updated as often as is necessary to ensure secure 
data flow. In another embodiment, object request broker 
object metadata database 504 and sensitive field metadata 
database 520 could be a single database accessed by the 
security engine and graphical user interface 500. 
0065 FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of a 
security engine for selective encryption in accordance with 
an illustrative embodiment of the present invention. The 
process illustrated in FIG. 6 may be implemented between 
servers functioning as server and client, such as application 
server 402 and application server 404 by a security engine 
such as security engines 406 and 414 in FIG. 4. 
0066. Initially, the security engine receives a data trans 
mission (step 602). The Security engine unmarshals and 
identifies objects in the data transmission (step 604). The 
security engine uses object request broker object metadata 
within the object request broker object metadata database to 
identify objects in the data transmission (step 604). 
0067. At that point, a determination is made as to whether 
the data transmission is entering or leaving the secured 
network (step 606). If security engine determines the data 
transmission is leaving the network in step 606, the security 
engine must then determine whether the objects contain 
sensitive data (step 608). If security engine compares the 
objects with the sensitive field metadata database and deter 
mines that the objects contain sensitive data (step 608), the 
security engine encrypts the fields with sensitive field meta 
data (step 610). The security engine marshals the object(s) in 
the request (step 612) which may include encrypted and 
non-encrypted fields. If the security engine determines that 
the objects do not have sensitive data (step 608), the security 
engine marshals the object(s) in the request (step 612). The 
security engine then sends the marshaled data transmission 
to the recipient (step 614). 
0068 Returning again to step 606, if the security engine 
determines that the data transmission is entering the secured 
network (step 606), the security engine determines whether 
the object(s) contain sensitive data (step 616). If the objects 
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contain sensitive data (step 616), the security engine 
decrypts the fields with sensitive field metadata (step 618) 
using the sensitive field metadata database. The security 
engine then marshals the objects in the request (step 612). 

0069. If the security engine determines there is not sen 
sitive data (step 616), the security engine automatically 
marshals the objects in the request (step 612). The security 
engine then sends the marshaled data transmission to the 
recipient. The recipient after a message has been encrypted 
is commonly a security engine. The recipient after the data 
transmission has been decrypted is commonly the object 
request broker client server or the object request broker 
server. In the process, the recipient accesses the same 
metadata databases that the sender used to encrypt the 
transmission to decrypt the transmission so it is readable at 
the intended destination. 

0070 The data transmission received by the security 
engine is likely to be requests for information or responses 
based on a previous request. The security engine uses the 
metadata databases to identify objects in the data transmis 
sion and encrypt or decrypt sensitive fields as needed. In the 
example of a transferred employee profile, only the sensitive 
fields are encrypted allowing the encryption and decryption 
processes to be more efficiently implemented. The data is 
policy based encryption system of the security engine allows 
for secured transmission while minimizing encryption and 
decryption times and resources. The metadata databases tell 
the security engine how to identify and encrypt only critical 
data to ensure efficiency. 

0071. The invention can take the form of an entirely 
hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodiment or 
an embodiment containing both hardware and software 
elements. In preferred embodiments, the invention is imple 
mented in hardware or software, which includes but is not 
limited to firmware, resident Software, microcode, etc. 

0072 Furthermore, the invention can take the form of a 
computer program product accessible from a computer 
usable or computer-readable medium providing program 
code for use by or in connection with a computer or any 
instruction execution system. For the purposes of this 
description, a computer-usable or computer readable 
medium can be any apparatus that can contain, store, com 
municate, propagate, or transport the program for use by or 
in connection with the instruction execution system, appa 
ratus, or device. 

0073. The medium can be an electronic, magnetic, opti 
cal, electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor System (or 
apparatus or device) or a propagation medium. Examples of 
a computer-readable medium include a semiconductor or 
Solid state memory, magnetic tape, a removable computer 
diskette, a random access memory (RAM), a read-only 
memory (ROM), a rigid magnetic disk and an optical disk. 
Current examples of optical disks include compact disk 
read only memory (CD-ROM), compact disk read/write 
(CD-R/W) and DVD. 
0074. A data processing system suitable for storing and/ 
or executing program code will include at least one proces 
Sor coupled directly or indirectly to memory elements 
through a system bus. The memory elements can include 
local memory employed during actual execution of the 
program code, bulk storage, and cache memories which 
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provide temporary storage of at least Some program code in 
order to reduce the number of times code must be retrieved 
from bulk storage during execution. 
0075 Input/output or I/O devices (including but not 
limited to keyboards, displays, pointing devices, etc.) can be 
coupled to the system either directly or through intervening 
I/O controllers. 

0076 Network adapters may also be coupled to the 
system to enable the data processing system to become 
coupled to other data processing systems or remote printers 
or storage devices through intervening private or public 
networks. Modems, cable modem and Ethernet cards are just 
a few of the currently available types of network adapters. 
0077. The description of the present invention has been 
presented for purposes of illustration and description, and is 
not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the invention in 
the form disclosed. Many modifications and variations-will 
be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art. The 
embodiment was chosen and described in order to best 
explain the principles of the invention, the practical appli 
cation, and to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to 
understand the invention for various embodiments with 
various modifications as are Suited to the particular use 
contemplated. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer implemented method for selective encryp 

tion of a data transmission, the computer implemented 
method comprising: 

responsive to receiving the data transmission, unmarshal 
ing the data transmission; 

responsive to unmarshaling the data transmission, iden 
tifying objects and a set of sensitive fields within the 
data transmission by referencing a metadata database; 

encrypting only the set of sensitive fields contained in the 
data transmission to form a partially encrypted data 
transmission; 

re-marshaling the partially encrypted data transmission to 
form a marshaled data transmission; and 

transmitting the marshaled data transmission to a recipi 
ent. 

2. The computer implemented method of claim 1, wherein 
the method is implemented in a security engine. 

3. The computer implemented method of claim 2, wherein 
the selective encryption by the security engine is used for 
data transmission between an object request broker client 
and object request broker server. 

4. The computer implemented method of claim 1, wherein 
the partially encrypted data transmission may not contain 
any encrypted portions if there are not sensitive fields in the 
data transmission. 

5. The computer implemented method of claim 1, wherein 
the transmitting step comprises: 

transmitting the marshaled data transmission across an 
unsecured network to a security engine for Subsequent 
receipt by the recipient. 

6. The computer implemented method of claim 1, com 
prising encrypting the marshaled data transmission so that 
portions of the data transmission are encrypted twice. 
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7. The computer implemented method of claim 2 com 
prising: 

allowing a user to customize security settings for the 
security engine. 

8. The computer implemented method of claim 7, wherein 
the allowing step comprises: 

establishing security settings for at least one of an object 
type, object version, object attribute, encryption key, 
Source Subnet, destination Subnet, effective date start, 
and effective date end. 

9. The computer implemented method of claim 8, wherein 
the establishing step is performed using a graphical user 
interface. 

10. The computer implemented method of claim 7. 
wherein the allowing step further comprises: 

accessing, updating, and synchronizing the metadata data 
base with the security engine for standardizing security 
Settings. 

11. The computer implemented method of claim 10, 
wherein the metadata database is an object request broker 
object metadata database for identifying the objects within 
the data transmission. 

12. The computer implemented method of claim 10, 
wherein the metadata database is a sensitive field metadata 
database for identifying the set of sensitive fields contained 
in the request. 

13. The computer implemented method of claim 1, further 
comprising: 

responsive to receiving the marshaled data transmission, 
unmarshaling the marshaled data transmission to form 
the partially encrypted data transmission; 

responsive to unmarshaling the marshaled data transmis 
sion, identifying the objects and the set of sensitive 
fields within the partially encrypted data transmission 
by referencing the metadata database; 

decrypting only the set of sensitive fields contained in the 
partially encrypted data transmission to form the data 
transmission; 

re-marshaling the data transmission; and 
transmitting the data transmission to the recipient. 
14. The computer implemented method of claim 12, 

wherein the recipient is at least one of an object request 
broker client server, or an object request broker server. 

15. A computer program product comprising a computer 
usable medium including computer usable program code for 
selective encryption of a data transmission, said computer 
program product comprising: 

computer usable program code, responsive to receiving 
the data transmission, for unmarshaling the data trans 
mission; 

computer usable program code, responsive to unmarshal 
ing the data transmission, for identifying objects and a 
set of sensitive fields within the data transmission by 
referencing a metadata database; 

computer usable program code for encrypting only the set 
of sensitive fields contained in the data transmission to 
form a partially encrypted data transmission; 
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computer usable program code for marshaling the par 
tially encrypted data transmission to form a marshaled 
data transmission; and 

computer usable program code for transmitting the mar 
shaled data transmission to a recipient. 

16. A computer program product of claim 15, wherein the 
metadata database is an object request broker object meta 
data database for identifying the objects and a sensitive field 
metadata database for identifying the set of sensitive fields. 

17. A computer program product of claim 16, further 
comprising: 

computer usable program code for synchronizing security 
settings of the security engine with the metadata data 
base. 

18. A computer program product of claim 15, further 
comprising: 

computer usable program code for customizing security 
settings to govern the transmission of data. 

19. A computer program product of claim 15, further 
comprising: 

computer usable program code, responsive to receiving 
the marshaled data transmission, for unmarshaling the 
marshaled data transmission; 

computer usable program code, responsive to unmarshal 
ing the data transmission, for identifying the objects 
and the set of sensitive fields within the partially 
encrypted data transmission by referencing the meta 
data database; 

computer usable program code for decrypting only the set 
of sensitive fields contained in the partially encrypted 
data transmission to form the data transmission; 

computer usable program code for marshaling the data 
transmission; and 

computer usable program code for transmitting the data 
transmission to the recipient. 

20. An apparatus comprising: 
a processor for running a security engine, wherein the 

security engine receives a data transmission, unmar 
shals the data transmission, identifies objects and sen 
sitive fields within the data transmission by referencing 
a metadata database, encrypts only the sensitive fields 
contained in the data transmission using an encryption 
key to form a partially encrypted data transmission, 
marshals the partially encrypted data transmission to 
form a marshaled data transmission, and transmits the 
marshaled data transmission to a recipient; 

a storage device operably connected to the processor for 
storing the Security engine wherein the security engine 
may be loaded into a main memory for execution by the 
processor, and 

a network interface card operably connected to the pro 
cessor and the storage, wherein the network interface 
card is enabled for data transmissions across a network 
and accesses the metadata database through the net 
work. 


